We report experimental measurements of the surface fluctuations of micron-thick oil films spread onto a solid substrate. We use a recently developed optical technique based on the measurement of the deflection of a laser beam triggered by changes in the local surface slope. When the liquid is spread on a flat substrate, fluctuation dynamics slow down as the thickness is decreased, in quantitative agreement with previous predictions. In addition, we investigate the consequences on surface fluctuations of the patterning of the substrate with a rectangular grating. For liquid film thicknesses smaller than the typical wavelength probed, we demonstrate that surface fluctuations are modified by the underlying pattern: The shape of the fluctuation spectra varies periodically with the spatial position over the pattern and, in addition, the fluctuations become locally anisotropic. However, the spatially averaged spectrum is isotropic.
I. INTRODUCTION
The measurement of the equilibrium fluctuations of a system provides information on its energetic and kinetic properties: The system reveals through its spontaneous thermal fluctuations. For soft matter systems, in which the energy scale is given by thermal energy kT and which have a large susceptibility, the use of thermal noise to characterize mechanical properties is particularly relevant. In past decades, several experiments based on the measurements of fluctuations have been developed. For instance, a "zero applied stress rheometer" was built, in which the thermal fluctuations of a liquid result in fluctuations of the angular position of a cylindrical Couette apparatus [1] . Rheological properties can also be inferred from the Brownian motion of tracers added to a liquid, which is the principle of micro-rheology techniques [2] . Other experiments use the measurement of the fluctuations of free surfaces, which are corrugated owing to thermal energy [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . The way a surface fluctuates not only reveals surface tension effects, but also the bulk rheological properties of the medium underneath. Characterizing the linear viscoelastic properties of fluids from their free surface fluctuations is particularly interesting for complex fluids in which an external forcing can induce heterogeneous flows [9, 10] , making rheometrical measurements unsuited.
When a liquid film is deposited on a solid substrate, its free surface fluctuations can also provide information on the substrate. Actually, when the wavelengths of the probed fluctuation modes are smaller than the liquid depth, the surface fluctuations depend on both the thickness and the boundary condition at the solid substrate [11, 12] . Therefore, when confinement is important, the measurement of the free surface fluctuations can be used to probe the underlying solid substrate.
Herein we study surface fluctuations of thin liquid films lying on solid substrates which are either flat or patterned. The effects of confinement on the free surface fluctuations of liquid films have been theoretically predicted [11, 12] . Qualitatively, such effects are expected to slow down the dynamics of fluctuations; for a given spatial mode, the average amplitude of the surface fluctuations, which is set by surface tension and/or elasticity, remains unchanged, but the amplitude of the spectrum is increased at low frequency and decreased at high frequency. Up to date, experimental studies considering confinement effects have dealt with complex liquids, namely polymer melts deposited onto a flat solid substrate [13, 14] . For those systems as for simpler liquids, confinement induces a slowing down of the dynamics of the surface waves; however, when the polymer film thickness becomes comparable to the polymer radius of gyration, a behavior that has been identified as a suppression of fluctuation dynamics can arise. A recent study [15] has investigated the effect of confinement of polymer melts when the solid substrate is patterned. However, the fluctuations were spatially averaged over a distance about a hundred times larger than the pattern's period. Local effects on surface fluctuations by the substrate pattern have therefore never been investigated. In addition, specific effects arise from the viscoelastic properties of large molecular weight polymers, although they are generally not taken into account in the existing studies [14] ; as a result, it is unclear to what extent the observed features of confinement depend on the complex nature of those systems. Experimental data on how confinement affects surface fluctuations are therefore needed for simpler systems, i.e., simple viscous liquids. In particular, in the case of a patterned substrate, a mapping of the fluctuation spectrum at a resolution much smaller than the pattern length scale would provide further information on the effect of the pattern.
Measurement of surface fluctuations is in itself a challenge since the amplitude of the resulting surface waves is of a few Angstroms only. Decades ago, experiments based on light scattering by liquid surfaces were developed [3] . They are limited to rather large surface fluctuations, and therefore are not well-suited for the measurement of confinement effects which decrease the amplitude of the fluctuation spectrum. Recent experiments on polymer films used x-ray photon correlation spectroscopy (XPCS) [5] ; this technique is based on scattering by the liquid surface, and probes surface modes with wavelengths smaller than a few microns. Since confinement effects arise when the film thickness becomes smaller than the probed wavelength, those experiments are restricted to films with submicrometer thickness. Furthermore, at such small wavelengths, the associated time scales are short in ordinary liquids, and only very viscous liquids can be tested. XPCS is therefore not adapted for measurements with simple low-viscosity liquids.
Here we measure surface fluctuations of low-viscosity liquids with a technique based on the detection of local fluctuations in the surface slope of liquid surfaces [16] . Variations as small as 10 −6 rad can be measured, which allows for the measurement of fluctuation modes with wavelength in the range 10-100 μm. Confinement effects can thus be measured in much thicker liquid films as compared to previous studies. Note that the films are thick enough for the static properties of their free surface to be unaffected by the presence of the substrate. However, we demonstrate that the substrate influences the dynamics of surface fluctuations. The time scales we probe range from 10 μs to 1 s. We show that, for a flat substrate, confinement effects are well described by previous theoretical predictions. We also investigate the effect of a line-space grating with a rectangular cross section at the substrate surface. The typical wavelength of the probed surface modes is smaller than the period of the pattern, and the dynamics of surface waves are scanned in space along the pattern period. We observe spatially dependent dynamics, as well as anisotropic surface fluctuations of thin films lying on the grating. We show in particular that the spatially averaged spectra are isotropic.
II. MATERIALS AND METHODS
We have used flat unpolished silicon wafers, and patterned epoxy resin substrates with line-space gratings. The pattern was printed on a Plexiglas substrate using a micromiller, and molded with polydimethylsiloxane [(PDMS), Sylgard 184]. Once cured, the PDMS is grafted with a fluoro-silane and used as a mold for epoxy resin. The resin is further crosslinked by heating, and, at the end of the process, its surface presents a square-wave pattern with a period of 250 μm, and a height between tops and bottoms of 100 μm (Fig. 1) . We have checked that the chemical nature (either silicon or epoxy resin) of the solid substrate does not modify the surface fluctuations of the liquid, as expected within the range of liquid thickness we investigate; however, we show in the following that the fluctuations may strongly differ for flat and patterned substrates.
Two different oils of the same viscosity η = 0.1 Pa.s have been used. The oil used with the flat substrate is a silicone oil (Rhodorsil v100) with surface tension γ = 20.5 mN/m. The oil used with the patterned substrate is a specially designed oil (Cargille) whose refractive index matches that of the epoxy resin (n = 1.52). Its surface tension has been measured as γ = 38 mN/m from surface fluctuation measurements of a large depth sample [16] .
Surface fluctuations, and its fluctuating position can be related to the fluctuating local slope of the liquid surface [16] . Such a measurement mixes the contributions from several surface modes, unlike a light scattering experiment in which a single spatial mode is selected. Spatial resolution is therefore lost in the SFSR technique, but the resulting signal is much larger than in techniques based on scattering, thus allowing for measurements of surface fluctuations of much smaller amplitude. Consequently, SFSR has been successfully used to characterize materials with small surface fluctuations such as soft viscoelastic solids [7] . As detailed in the following, the contribution of each spatial mode to the SFSR signal is different, and the largest contribution results from the mode of wavelength close to the laser beam size. That size therefore sets the length scale of the measurement and, in the experiment described here, the beam radius is R = 28 μm.
Practically, the reflected beam is centered on a fourquadrant photodiode. The voltages delivered by three quadrants are used in order to measure the fluctuations along two different directions. Using the notations of Fig. 1 , the difference between the voltages delivered by quadrants A and B provides a measurement of the fluctuations in the direction parallel to the grooves of the pattern, whereas we probe the surface fluctuations in the direction perpendicular to the grooves using quadrants B and C. The signals are amplified and digitized, and their power spectral densities (PSD) are further computed as the following:
where ω/2π is the frequency, T is the duration of one acquisition and is set at 2.6 s, ens denotes the ensemble average, FT is the time Fourier transform, δV (t) is either V A − V B or V B − V C , and V tot is the total voltage delivered by the two quadrants whose difference is considered. Practically, the ensemble average is made over 100 acquisitions of duration T . Since, in each direction, we deal with signals that are normalized by the total intensity of the considered two quadrants, those signals can be compared even though the total intensity may slightly differ. We have shown that, taking into account the contributions from all the spatial modes of the surface, the PSD S(ω) can be approximated by [16] 
where C and c are dimensionless numerical constants, C = 0.966 and c = 1.658, and P (q,ω) is the time Fourier transform of the autocorrelation function of the height of the surface. The other terms in the integral correspond to the weight of each surface mode of wave number q. As noted earlier, that weight is maximum for q ≈ 1/R. P (q,ω) depends on the properties of the probed interface whereas the other terms are set by the Gaussian laser beam parameters, i.e., the radius R at the waist and laser wavelength λ. Indeed, the signal S(ω) being normalized by the total voltage delivered by the quadrants, care must be taken in order that no parasitic light is received by the photodiode. In particular, reflection of the laser at the liquid-solid interface can interfere with light reflected at the liquid free surface. The mean roughness of the Si wafer (ca. 2 μm) is such that the light reflected at the liquid-solid substrate is scattered in all directions and we have checked that it has a negligible effect on the fluctuation signal. The very weak reflection at the liquidsolid interface nevertheless allowed for the measurement of the film thickness using an optical profilometer. As shown in the next section, the use of a rough substrate therefore allowed demonstration of the full agreement between experimental data and theoretical predictions made for liquids lying on flat substrates, provided the film thickness remained larger than the substrate roughness. In the experiments with the patterned substrate, the liquid and substrate are index matched; there is therefore no reflection at the liquid-substrate interface. Therefore, in the latter experiments, the film thickness could not be directly determined but we show in the following that it could be inferred from the fluctuation spectra obtained above the top of the patterns. All experiments were performed at T = 25°C.
III. FLAT SUBSTRATE
We first present results obtained with the liquid film of thickness d, spread onto a flat solid surface. The dynamics of the surface fluctuations have been theoretically predicted in that case [11, 12] . Before describing the experimental data, we briefly recall those predictions and we further derive the expected behavior of S(ω) at low and high frequencies. For a simple fluid of density ρ, viscosity η, and surface tension γ , the average magnitude of the thermally activated waves is set by surface tension; the mean surface roughness is given by h 2 = k B T ln(q max l c )/(2πγ ) where 1/q max is an atomic cutoff length, l c is the capillary length, and l c = √ γ /ρg with g the acceleration of gravity. For the liquids considered herein, the thermally induced surface roughness is of a few Angstroms, and indeed the associated flow has a very small Reynolds number. It is given by Re ≈ ρL h 2 1/2 ω/η where L is the vertical length over which the velocity vanishes. Depending on the film confinement, L is either given by the inverse wave number 1/q for large film thickness (qd 1) or by d for thin films (qd 1). At the length scale probed 1/q ≈ R (R being the beam radius), the Reynolds number is at most 10 −7 , and the convective term of the Navier-Stokes equation is therefore negligible. The nonstationary term in the Navier Stokes equation can be neglected provided the Stokes number St ≈ ρωL 2 /η is small, i.e., for frequencies ω/2π 20 kHz within our experimental conditions. The Stokes equation can then be used to describe the flow within the liquid, and the capillary surface waves are overdamped. The resolution of the Stokes equation with the proper boundary conditions, which is fully detailed in Refs. [11, 12] yields the surface mechanical susceptibility. For a system in thermal equilibrium, the susceptibility is itself related to P (q,ω) through a fluctuation dissipation relation, which leads to [12] :
In the overdamped regime considered herein, the dispersion equation has purely imaginary roots;ω corresponds to the opposite of the imaginary part of that root and is such that ω = γ q 2 /ηB (q), where function B(q) depends on the film thickness d [12] :
The signal measured by SFSR technique results from the contributions of several surface modes and its full expression is therefore given by the integral expression of Eq. (2), together with Eq. (3). In the following, we derive simple scaling laws for S (ω) by using simplified dispersion equations in the limit of large and small thicknesses.
Without confinement, that is, for qd 1, the dispersion equation becomesω = γ q/2η, yielding a low-frequency regime where S (ω) is independent of frequency: for ω ω:
In the high-frequency regime, i.e., ω ω the signal decreases, varying as the inverse of the squared frequency: S (ω) ∝ k B T /λ 2 ηRω 2 . A Lorentzian shape is therefore expected for S (ω) without confinement effects, i.e., for a medium of depth d R. When the liquid film is confined, i.e., in the limit qd 1, the dispersion equation becomesω = γ q 4 d 3 /3η. At small frequencies, no simple variation law can be derived for S (ω), since the contributions of different spatial modes are mixed. Actually, in that frequency range the effect of confinement strongly differs according to the spatial mode sinceω varies with q 4 : The modes with smaller wave vectors are more affected by confinement than the modes of larger wave vectors. The signal is thus expected to decrease with increasing frequency, but more slowly than in the high-frequency regime in which S (ω) ∝ 1/ω 2 . In the high-frequency regime, the signal reduces to S (ω) ∝ k B T d 3 /λ 2 ηR 4 ω 2 . In summary, one expects to measure significant effects of confinement with SFSR technique provided the film thickness is smaller than the beam size. In that case, the signal becomes dependent on the film thickness; in particular, at high frequency the signal is expected to strongly decrease with decreasing thickness since S (ω) ∝ d 3 . Figure 2(a) shows the different spectra measured with silicone oil films of thicknesses ranging from 5.3 μm to 1 mm. As expected, when the film thickness is much larger than the beam size at the surface, d = 1 mm R = 28 μm, the spectrum is well described by a Lorentzian. For a thickness d = 63.2 μm, the spectrum slightly deviates from a Lorentzian shape. For smaller film thicknesses, the spectrum is shifted toward lower frequencies as the dynamics is slowed down. Since the liquid properties are known, a fit to each spectrum can be performed with the film thickness as the only fitting parameter. In each case, the fit to the experimental data is excellent. We have reported the obtained adjusted thicknesses as a function of the ones independently measured with the profilometer in Fig. 2(b) . Note that, owing to the micrometric roughness of the substrate, we do not report data for films thinner than 5 μm, since their thickness is ill defined. Within the investigated thickness range, the values are in excellent agreement for film thicknesses spanning more than one decade, which validates for the first time the predictions made on the effect of confinement on thermal fluctuation of thin films in that range. As a final remark, we have checked that, whatever the film thickness, the fluctuation spectrum is isotropic, i.e., it does not depend on the direction that is probed. Isotropic surface fluctuations are indeed expected for a film lying on a flat substrate, but we show in the following section that anisotropic fluctuations can be observed with a patterned substrate.
IV. PATTERNED SUBSTRATE
We now turn to the results obtained with oil films spread onto line-space gratings of the rectangular cross section. For films thinner than ca. 30 μm, the spectra exhibit a dependence on both the position x of the beam relative to the pattern and on the direction along (y) or across (x) the pattern.
We first focus on the surface fluctuations along the direction y parallel to the lines of the pattern. Figure 3(a) shows the spectra obtained at different x positions above the pattern. The effect of confinement varies periodically along the pattern. The amplitude at large frequencies is maximum above the thickest region of the liquid film and decreases away from that position. In Fig. 3(b) we have reported the signal value taken at a frequency of 2 kHz as a function of the position x across the pattern, for liquid films of different thicknesses. The signal is scaled by its maximal value along the pattern. The variations obtained in Fig. 3(b) depend on the film thickness: Whereas the signal is flat for a film thickness d = 40 μm, it follows the pattern for thinner films.
We find that the spectra above the tops of the pattern are well described using the expressions derived for a flat substrate [see Fig. 3(c) ]; the film thickness above the pattern tops can thus be estimated by performing a fit to the experimental spectra following Eq. (2) with Eq. (3). The obtained thickness values are reported in the caption of Fig. 3(b) .
In contrast, as illustrated in Fig. 3(c) , the profile of the spectra obtained above the grooves cannot be properly described using the predictions for a film of same local thickness lying on a flat substrate. This shows that above the trenches, the confinement in the x direction modifies the fluctuation spectrum as well. A quantitative description of this effect is yet to be derived. Indeed, the surface fluctuations are then sensitive to the zero velocity boundary condition on the vertical walls of the grooves, and a computation taking into account those conditions is needed to quantitatively predict the fluctuations.
As noted earlier, the spectra also exhibit a dependence on the measurement direction. Figure 4(a) shows the spectra obtained above the tops and above the bottoms of the pattern, in both the parallel and perpendicular directions. First, let us focus on the measurements above the tops of the pattern Fig. 3(b) . (b) Spectrum value at 2 kHz normalized by its maximum value as a function of the displacement x perpendicular to the grooves. The data correspond to different thicknesses above the top of the square-wave patterned substrate (thickness values resulting from the fit of the spectra above the tops): dotted line 2.3 μm, solid lines (from the darker to the lighter) 4.5 μm (darker gray), 13 μm, 30 μm, and 40 μm. The gray area represents the pattern of the substrate. (c) Same data as Fig. 3(a) but only the spectra above, respectively, a top and a groove are shown. The theoretical spectra expected for a film lying on a flat substrate and of same local thickness (respectively, 4.5 μm and 104.5 μm) are shown in solid lines. The agreement is very good for the spectrum above a top but there is a discrepancy for the spectrum obtained above a groove. As schematized, two positions are shown: above the center of the pattern tops (lower spectra at high frequency), and above the pattern bottoms. At both locations, the spectra differ, showing the anisotropy of the fluctuations resulting from the patterned substrate. (b) Spectra averaged over a spatial pattern period in the parallel (black) and perpendicular [red (gray)] directions. The spectra superpose but they cannot be described using the results on flat substrates. In particular, they significantly differ from the expected spectrum of a liquid film lying on a flat substrate and of the same average thickness, i.e., d = 52.25 μm (dashed line).
S( ) for a flat substrate
where the spectra were found to fit to the prediction made on flat surfaces. The spectrum in the parallel direction is found to be shifted to lower frequencies as compared to the one in the direction across. Such a shift indicates that, above the tops of the pattern, confinement is stronger in the parallel direction compared to the cross direction. The smaller confinement effect in the perpendicular direction can be understood intuitively as the consequence of the presence of the edges of the pattern top, beyond which the liquid is less confined. The opposite effect is observed above the pattern valleys since confinement is then qualitatively slightly larger in the perpendicular direction. Except for the spectrum obtained above the tops in the parallel direction, the consequences of confinement cannot be accounted for using the expression for a flat substrate with an effective depth as a free-fitting parameter. The more complex boundary conditions at the patterned surface, which include zero-velocity conditions on the vertical walls, should be taken into account in order to properly describe those effects.
The spectrum averaged over one spatial period of the pattern [ Fig. 4(b) ] exhibits two important properties: (i) It is isotropic, leading to identical spectra for perpendicular and parallel measurements, and (ii) it cannot be fitted with the theoretical prediction for a flat substrate with an effective average thickness. These unexpected and nontrivial results call for further modeling.
Our results with patterned substrates are consistent with a previous study [15] , in which ultrathin polymer films were deposited on line-space gratings and their free surface fluctuations were measured using XPCS. The beam size was much larger than the pattern's period, leading to measurements averaged about a hundred periods. For wavelengths ranging from the pattern wavelength to a cutoff wavelength, no anisotropy was observed in agreement with our data. However, at wavelengths larger than the cutoff wavelength, the study interestingly revealed anisotropic fluctuations. The anisotropy was attributed to the combination of the film curvature, resulting from the van der Waals interactions with the substrate, and the strong confinement of polymers over the pattern tops, where the film thickness was smaller than the gyration radius. Both effects being absent in our system, it is clear that we should not expect a long wavelength anisotropy from a similar origin. Therefore, our results are essentially consistent with those of [15] . In addition, using a beam size roughly 10 times smaller than the pattern periodicity, we observe for the first time that fluctuations are space dependent and anisotropic at wavelengths smaller than the pattern periodicity.
V. CONCLUSION
We have studied the effect of confinement on the fluctuations of the free surface of viscous liquids. We have used a recently developed optical technique, well suited for the dynamical measurement of fluctuations at a liquid surface in a large frequency range. The slowing down of surface waves for liquid films on flat substrates is quantitatively described using previous theoretical predictions with a remarkable agreement. When the liquid film lies upon a line-space grating, we evidence original effects. First, the fluctuation spectra become position dependent along the pattern's period and, second, the surface fluctuates anisotropically. However, we find that the spatially averaged spectrum is isotropic.
